
HEATPAC
SMART STORAGE HEATING

The safe, easy way to save money on heating

Main advantages of Storage Heaters
Moderate cost and very low maintenance.

Installation is simple and the heater units are robust.

With off  peak and solar power, operating costs can compare 
to gas heating.

An excellent option for users outside the gas distribution area.

100% effi  cient and all energy consumed by the heater enters 
the heating space.

No toxic emissions that can be hazardous

Can be CO2 free using renewable energy sources such as 
solar, wind and hydro.
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Heating and Cooling Solutions 

Your local supplier/installer:



WHY CHOOSE HEATPAC   STORAGE HEATING?

HEATPAC HEATING is aff ordable, luxuriously 
comfortable, silent, maintenance free, ideal for renovators, 
cost effi  cient with smart heating controls. 

HEATBOSS SMART HEATER
HEATBOSS SMART HEATER – OFF PEAK

Our incredible Heatboss smart heating system works 
with your smart meter or off -peak electricity. Combining 
the ability to store off -peak power with its intelligent 
programming and energy management features, 
ensures you maximise energy savings and reduce your 
power bills for heating. 

◆ Allows 2 charging periods per day to set the available 
off -peak tariff  period & a solar priority charging period.

◆ The smart indoor controller manages precise control 
over the released heat.

◆ Available in 3 sizes.

HEATWAVE SOLAR HEATER
HEATWAVE LARGE CAPACITY SOLAR HEATER

Our unique Heatwave solar heating system is the 
perfect choice if you have roof top solar power or think 
you may install it sometime soon. It can use any spare 
solar energy that your system produces to make free 
heat for your home. It’s true, free heating!

◆ Extra heating capacity for larger areas
◆ 32kWh thermal storage
◆ External controls

STORAGE HEATING
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The intelligent Heatpac storage heating systems work 
with solar and off -peak electricity to reduce your heating 
bills, all day and all night. They look smart, are safe, easy 
to use, and virtually pay for themselves through reduced 
heating costs. If you have a smart meter, off -peak or 
rooftop solar power, then a Heatpac storage heater may 
be the ideal solution for your heating needs. 

HEATBOSS PUTS YOU IN CHARGE OF YOUR 
HEATING BILLS
Inbuilt programming gives you the fl exibility to schedule 
and set optimum comfort levels to suit your lifestyle. 
In addition, the optional Wi-Fi control allows you to 
manage your Heatpac system from anywhere using 
any internet enabled device.

ARE THESE THE SMARTEST HEATING SYSTEMS 
IN AUSTRALIA?
We think so. Just like a battery, the clever Heatpac systems 
charge up using the cheapest available electricity, storing the 
energy, which is released when required to keep you warm 
right through the longest winter day. Heatpac systems also 
feature an Integral Energy Manager to learn and determine 
how much charge is required daily so you’re not storing 
excess energy. 

HEATPAC LEARN HOW YOU LIVE
The advanced digital controllers have smart adaptive 
features and intelligent output control to manage your energy 
consumption and learn the heating needs of your home over 
time, constantly adjusting the energy required to keep you 
comfortable without wasting energy unnecessarily. 


